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Dakar Children have a mind of their own: Permanently, 
they produce unforeseen ideas and try out all sorts of  
activities. Parents appreciate this as long as they can 
be sure that their kids do well with their unbridled play  
instinct. That’s why all children’s and youth bikes made by  
MERIDA – ranging from trainer bikes to full-suspension 
MTBs – guarantee especially one aspect: undisturbed 
enjoyment of playing and growing up. 

All MERIDA kids’ and youth bikes of MY 2014 share a 
highly reliable centrepiece: An outstandingly robust 
and precisely manufactured aluminium frame ensures 
that even the hardest treatment cannot harm the bike’s 
construction. For the youngest riders, we recommend 
our DAKAR 612 whose name matches its tiny but very 
sturdy 12” pneumatic tyres. A reliable front brake, an 
effective chain guard and removable stabilizers are  
essential companions on the first biking metres. The 
identically equipped DAKAR 616 rolls on 16” pneumatic 
tyres. Up from the 620 series, kids enjoy their own ME-
RIDA with an age-appropriate derailleur system and an 
additional rear brake – without any stabilizers. The 24” 
models already show characteristics of serious biking: 
Our DAKAR 624-SUS offers a sturdy full-suspension 
chassis for tougher rides also off the paved road. Moreo-
ver, MERIDA delights all parents of budding bike sport 
enthusiasts with the new DAKAR 624 RACE now. This 
great youth bike has been developed for racing purpos-
es and convinces with an overall concept focussing on 
lowest total weight possible. Playing, learning, cycling –  
MERIDA DAKAR.
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„It’s great when kids get in the saddle as early as possible and with 
maximum enthusiasm – because each minute they ride their ‘bone-
shaker’ is time spent usefully. That’s why we at MERIDA create 
youth bikes delighting with top functionality and especially with  
a design which awakes an appetite for cycling.“

Hans-CHristian Brix,  Designer MERIDA
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